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Our Contributions
• An Elasticsearch based Docker image capable of performing replicable IR 

experiments.  

• A tool for processing IR test collection file format into Elasticsearch bulk indexing 
operations 

• A tool for directly issuing TREC topic files to Elasticsearch. 

Available at: https://github.com/osirrc/ielab-docker
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the Docker Image Capabilities
Indexing and Searching three TREC collections:  

• Robust04 - TREC 2004 

• Core17 - TREC New York Times Annotated Corpus 

• Core18 - TREC Washington Post Corpus
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Test Case
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python run.py search \
--repo osirrc2019/ielab \
--output out/ielab \
--qrels qrels/qrels.robust04.txt \
--topic topics/topics.robust04.txt \
--collection robust04

(a) robust04
python run.py search \
--repo osirrc2019/ielab \
--output out/ielab \
--qrels qrels/qrels.core17.txt \
--topic topics/topics.core17.txt \
--collection core17

(b) core17
python run.py search \
--repo osirrc2019/ielab \
--output out/ielab \
--qrels qrels/qrels.core18.txt \
--topic topics/topics.core18.txt \
--collection core18

(c) core18

Figure 5: Search commands issued to the jig used to search
each collection in our Elasticsearch Docker image.

Run MAP P@30 nDCG@20

robust04 (BM25, k=1000) 0.1826 0.3236 0.3477
core17 (BM25, k=1000) 0.0831 0.2333 0.1779
core18 (BM25, k=1000) 0.1899 0.2760 0.3081

Table 1: Results of runs for the robust04, core17, and core18
collections using our Elasticsearch Docker image. Each run
uses the default Elasticsearch BM25 scorer for ranking, and
each run retrieves a maximum of 1,000 documents (k).

3.2 search
The search command issues queries from TREC topic �les and
outputs a TREC run �le which is evaluated by the jig. This command
calls the search hook of the Docker image. Figure 5 presents the
arguments passed to the jig in order to run the search experiments
on the collections compatible with our Elasticsearch Docker image.

4 RESULTS
Table 1 presents the evaluation results for each collection indexed
using our Elasticsearch Docker image. The evaluation measures
reported in this table are chosen based on the measures reported
by the jig. Although all participants report the same evaluation
measures it is important to note that one cannot fairly compare
between systems and these results can only be used to demonstrate
the replicability of our system. We elaborate on this detail in the
following section, and present a possible solution.

5 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
Our contribution at the OSIRRC 2019 is an Elasticsearch Docker
image capable of indexing and searching the robust04, core17, and
core18 collections. While we had many di�culties getting Elastic-
search to work in this setup, and correctly parsing and indexing
documents, we were able to implement the main hooks for the jig.

The jig of the OSIRRC 2019 introduced a standardised framework
for anyone to implement hooks to a search system, to allow for
replicability. However, due to the lack of standardisation of the
�ne-grain parametrisation of the systems, it becomes di�cult to
control systems comparisons. What the jig introduced is a way to
perform experiments, however, it lacked a standard way to con�g-
ure experiments. Many participants have exploited the optional
arguments for indexing and searching, however the problem now is
that each participant uses di�erent syntax and naming conventions
for standard parameters (e.g., which retrieval model to use, whether
to perform stemming or not, etc.). We suggest that if this challenge
were to be run again, another hook be added which de�nes the
capabilities of a Docker image, which can include o�cial, standard
capabilities, such as the name and parameters of the retrieval model,
what document pre-processing steps to take, or what �elds to index
(which generally apply to all search systems), as well as self-de�ned
capabilities such as the compression algorithm to use (which may
only apply to a subset of systems). Currently, while it is limiting to
directly compare the evaluation results of our image to the images
of other participants due to the reasons listed above, it becomes
possible for others working with Elasticsearch to easily compare
their system to this baseline. The current Docker images developed
as part of this initiative only allow runs to be replicable and not
comparable. By listing the capabilities of systems, it would allow
one to fairly compare between two or more systems that share
capabilities. Although system comparison was not the goal of this
challenge, it could easily be facilitated by adopting solutions similar
to that described above.

The OSIRRC 2019 initiative was valuable from both the per-
spective of implementing the jig hooks, and from comparing how
others chose to implement them in their hooks. Despite the fact
that Elasticsearch is primarily a commercial/production product,
and not a research oriented tool, there are several published aca-
demic research papers that use it, e.g., those from our ielab research
team6 [4–6], and other groups [1, 3, 7]. This may be in part due
to the ease with which one can index and search documents in
Elasticsearch (very little to no con�guration is necessary, provided
an adequate parser is available). We hope that our contribution
to and participation in this challenge leads to further replicabil-
ity and reproducibility of Elasticsearch and other search systems,
and that others can more easily compare their own Elasticsearch
experiments to this common baseline.
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Reflections
• Need to add a hook that defines the capabilities of a docker image including the 

official and the standard capabilities. 

• Current docker images only allows runs to be replicable but not comparable. 

• Listing the capabilities of systems would allow to fairly compare two or more 
systems with the same capabilities.
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